
Place Design Group is proud to present this visionary idea as part of Brisbane City Council’s Victoria Park Vision project.

VICTORIA PARK VISION

The Brisbane Rock Pools
Exciting new recreation choices and experiences right in the heart of our city - that’s  
the tremendous opportunity that Victoria Park will offer Brisbane residents and visitors.  

Our idea, located in a major gully at the centre of the park, is to create an exciting new setting for play, 
exploration and relaxation that is distinctly subtropical and distinctly Brisbane  - The Brisbane Rockpools. 

The rockpools will be the heart of our new subtropical park and complement other activities  
and experiences including venues for art, music, play and sport. They will all be easily connected  
through shaded gully walks and hilltop bridges offering expansive views to the Brisbane City Centre.

We draw our inspiration from the many rocky creeks and rockpools that are one of the characterising 
features of Southeast Queensland’s diverse landscape. Our vision is to re-imagine these natural 
settings within the park as a dynamic playscape that offers a wide choice of experiences for families  
and people of all ages.

The Brisbane Rock Pools will have something for everyone.

VISION ELEMENTS
Our broader vision for the entire parklands will offer  
the following experiential elements that will make Victoria Park:
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A cool &
 refreshing place to enjoy…

A place for discovery, play & relaxation…

Te
llin

g a story of our local heritage...

A 
pl

ac
e t

o celebrate our natural landscape…

...that will make the most of the undulating 
topography. And will demonstrate 
authenticity and historic meaning via the 
re-imagining the site’s original, naturally 
occurring chain-of-ponds.

...that is reflective of living in the 
subtropics. And mirrors the lush 
landscape, treed ridgelines, areas  
of running water and leafy places  
to rest and relax.

...that features memorable experiences 
for swimming, waterslides, children’s play, 
contemplation and relaxation. And elevates 
the experience within the Parklands with  
a Pedestrian bridge. ...that preserves and promotes 

Indigenous values with strong place 
appreciation, hilltop subtropical/
indigenous centre, and an art trail  
and historic interpretation walk. 
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